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This page requires Javascript. Modify your browsers settings to allow Javascript to execute. See your
browsers documentation for specific instructions. To install your download click on the name of the
downloaded file.Access your account, or create a new account, click here to get started. Also, movie
recording requires cards with 128MB of memory or more. Cards made by Toshiba, SanDisk or
Matsushita are recommended. No particular restrictions apply for still images.The driver may be
included in your OS or you may not need a driver. Recommended Drivers File Name Date File Size
Optional Drivers File Name Date File Size Recommended Software File Name Date File Size
Optional Software File Name Date File Size Recommended Manuals File Name Date File Size
Optional Manuals File Name Date File Size This limited warranty is only effective upon presentation
of your Bill of Sale or other proof of purchase. The Equipment is warranted under normal,
noncommercial, personal use, against defective materials or workmanship as follows Parts Defective
parts will be exchanged for new parts or comparable rebuilt parts for a period of ONE YEAR from
the date of original purchase, except for a defective Video Head, which will be exchanged for a
period of three months from the date of purchase. Labor For a period of ONE YEAR from the date of
original purchase, labor will be provided free of charge by our factory service centers or designated
service facilities located in the United States. When returning Equipment under this warranty, you
must prepay the shipping charges, and you must enclose the Bill of Sale or other proof of purchase
with a complete explanation of the problem. During the ONEYEAR warranty period, repairs will be
made and the Equipment will be returnshipped to you free of charge. For repairs after the warranty
period is over, you will be given an estimate of the cost of repair and an opportunity to approve or
disapprove of the repair expense before it is
incurred.http://www.topliving.sk/userfiles/incisive-enterprise-simulator-manual.xml

canon vixia hf s11 manual, canon ivis hf s11 manual, canon ivis hf s11 manual pdf,
canon ivis hf s11 manual download, canon ivis hf s11 manual instructions, canon ivis
hf s11 manual free.

If you approve, repairs will be made and the Equipment will be returnshipped to you. shipping
charges apply. If you disapprove, we will returnship the equipment at no charge to you. Canon brand
peripheral equipment and software which may be distributed with, or factory loaded on, the
Equipment, are sold AS IS without warranty of any kind by Canon USA, including any implied
warranty regarding merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. The sole warranty with
respect to such nonCanon brand items is given by the manufacturer or producer thereof. If the
Equipment contains a hard disk drive, Canon USA recommends that data stored on that drive be
duplicated or backed up to prevent its loss in the event of failure or other malfunction of such drive.
Canon USA shall have no responsibility under this limited warranty for use of the Equipment in
conjunction with incompatible peripheral equipment and incompatible software. In order to obtain
warranty service, contact the authorized Canon retail dealer from whom you purchased the
Equipment or call the CANON INFORMATION CENTER AT 1 — 800OKCANON. You will be directed
to the nearest service facility for your Equipment. This Limited Warranty covers all defects
encountered in normal use of the Equipment and does not apply in the following cases Loss or
damage to the Equipment due to abuse, mishandling, accident, improper maintenance, or failure to
follow operating instructions; If the Equipment is defective as a result of leaking batteries, sand, dirt
or water damage; If defects or damages are caused by the use of unauthorized parts or by service
other than by Canon USAs factory service centers or authorized service facilities; This Limited
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Warranty does not cover cabinet exterior finish, video cassette tape, head cleanings, nor does it
apply to Equipment purchased outside the United
States.http://www.fundacionecla.org/resources/original/incident-investigation-manual.xml

This warranty does not cover units sold to rental firms, military operations, hotels, schools, hospitals
or for other commercial, industrial, or institutional applications. These uses are covered only by such
specific warranty as Canon may issue with such sales. This Limited Warranty does not apply to
accessories or consumables for the Equipment, which are sold “AS IS”, without warranty of any kind
by Canon USA. Please retain this warranty card and your Bill of Sale as a permanent record of your
purchase. This card is most important in order to be sure you are contacted right away should there
be a safety inspection, modification or product recall under applicable laws or regulations.Scroll
down to easily select items to add to your shopping cart for a faster, easier checkout. Visit the Canon
Online Store This allows for uninterrupted recording of your special events and keeps your batteries
ready to go.Now, its easier than ever to transfer and backup footage from your camcorder onto
DVDs with the Canon DW100 DVD Burner. Created to provide data backup for Canon Hard Disk
Drive and Flash Memory camcorders, the DW100 allows you to connect to a compatible Canon
camcorder to download video and burn AVCHD or Standard Definition DVDs. The DW100 will also
play back the AVCHD discs created in the burner on an HDTV monitor through your VIXIA High
Definition Flash or Hard Disk Drive camcorder. Now, its easier than ever to transfer and backup
footage from your camcorder onto DVDs with the Canon DW100 DVD Burner. The DW100 will also
play back the AVCHD discs created in the burner on an HDTV monitor through your VIXIA High
Definition Flash or Hard Disk Drive camcorder. It has everything you need to get started!This case
can be conveniently carried by hand or via the comfortable shoulder strap, providing convenient
handsfree protection.It is ideal for controlling various camcorder functions when used on a
tripod.Offering a magnification factor of 1.

5X, this converter provides an extended telephoto range, allowing distance subjects to be captured
with brilliant clarity.Using the Canon VL5 Video Light on the VIXIA HF10 and VIXIA HF100
camcorders requires a firmware update.No additional power or wires are needed for its
operation.With a CarePAK PLUS, a damaged product will be repaired to good working condition or
replaced with an equivalent product.With a CarePAK PLUS, a damaged product will be repaired to
good working condition or replaced with an equivalent product.Providing a magnification factor of
0.7X, this converter offers an extended wide angle view. It is ideal for capturing landscapes, family
group shots, and stage presentations. Note Please use Adobe Reader 6.0 or later to browse this PDF
file.You may download and use the Content solely for your personal, noncommercial use and at your
own risks. Canon shall not be held liable for any damages whatsoever in connection with the
Content, including, without limitation, indirect, consequential, exemplary or incidental damages. You
shall also not and shall not let others reproduce, modify, reformat or create derivative works from
the Content, in whole or in part. The Mains plug shall remain readily operable to disconnect the plug
in case of an accident. Use only the same type of batteries. Read these instructions. Keep these
instructions. Heed all warnings. Follow all instructions. Do not use this apparatus near water. The
product may fall, causing serious injury to a child or adult, and serious damage to the product. A
product and cart combination should be moved with care. Quick stops, excessive force, and uneven
surfaces may cause the product and cart combination to overturn. Unauthorized substitutions may
result in fire, electric shock or other hazards. Receive information on new products and promotions
Upon your request, we will send you information on Canon new prod ucts and promotions. More
than twice the number of scanning lines.

“Full HD 1080” refers to Canon camcorders compliant with highdefinition video composed of 1,080
vertical pixels scanning lines. Video is recorded at this resolution only when the recording mode is
set to MXP or FXP mode. Recording on flash memory means that there are no moving parts in the
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recorder unit of the camcorder. To you, it means a camcorder that is smaller, lighter and faster.
Please read this manual carefully before you use the camcorder and retain it for future reference.
Should your camcorder fail to operate correctly, refer to Troubleshooting 151. The countdown
appears on the screen. INFO button CUSTOM dial CUSTOM button Memory card slot cover Memory
card slot . Remove the battery pack to find it.Getting Started Charging the Battery Pack The
camcorder can be powered with a battery pack or directly using the compact power adapter. Please
call 18008BATTERY for information on how to recycle this battery. Accessories Fasten the grip
belt.Rotating the LCD panel 180 degrees can be useful in the following cases To include yourself in
the picture when recording with the self timer. Push the joystick up, down, left or right to select an
item or change settings. If the joystick guide does not appear on the screen, press the joystick on the
operating mode. Menu Following is an example of selecting a FUNC.You can set it to one of 22 other
languages.Refer to the table below.Basic Recording Shooting Video Operating modes 1 Set the
camera mode dial to 2 Turn on the camcorder. By default, movies are recorded in the builtin
memory. Memory card 8 GB 40 min. Memory card 16 GB 1 hr. 25 min. Memory card 32 GB 2 hr. 55
min. Move it toward T telephoto to zoom in.By default, the index screen will show up to 6 items
scenes or photos. Move the zoom lever toward W to show up to 15 items per screen. Move it toward
T to return to the default index screen display. The orange selection frame will appear on the first
scene recorded on the selected date.

This function is not available from the index screen for video snapshot scenes. 1 Open the movie
index screen. You can select the original movies in the builtin memory or on the memory card. The
large thumbnail will show the first frame of the scene. Timeline ruler Page slidebar Frame selected
for start of playback. Stabilize the camcorder, for example, by mounting it on a tripod. Attach the
optional video light to the mini advanced shoe.Use the supplied software Music Transfer Utility to
transfer music files from the supplied Music Data CDROM to the camcorder.Manual Exposure
Adjustment and Automatic Backlight Correction At times, backlit subjects may appear too dark
underexposed or sub jects under very strong lights may appear too bright or glaring overex posed.
To correct this, you can manually adjust the exposure or use the automatic backlight correction.
Typical examples include Faces extremely small, large, dark or bright in relation to the overall
picture. Activate the selected fader while recording pause the recording. To activate an effect mode
Activate the selected effect while recording or in record pause mode. For details about optional
accessories available for use with your camcorder, refer to Accessories 174. For details about using
the microphone, refer to the instruction manual of the DM100. Using other microphones You can
also use commercially avail able microphones. Connect the exter nal microphone to the MIC
terminal. Use commercially available condenser microphones with their own power supply.
Operating modes 1 Open the original movies index screen. You can select the original movies in the
builtin memory or on the memory card. Basic Recording Taking Photos Operating modes 1 Set the
camera mode dial to 2 Turn on the camcorder. By default, photos are recorded in the builtin
memory. In such case, use the optional 58 mm ND4L filter. Selecting Photo Size and Quality Photos
are recorded as JPG files.

Push the joystick down to run quickly through the photos. Photo Jump Function When you have
recorded a large number of photos, you can jump 10 or 100 photos at a time. 1 Open the joystick
guide. Attach the optional VFL2 Video Flash Light to the mini advanced shoe. Taking Photos while
Recording Movies Simultaneous Recording You can record photos even while the camcorder is set to
Moreover, you can capture the photo at the same time you are record ing video. Histogram Display
In single photo view, you can display the histogram and the icons of all the functions used at the
time of recording. To capture the photos 1 Play back the scene containing the picture you want to
capture. 2 Pause the playback at the point you want to capture. Press again to remove the
protection. 4 Repeat steps 23 to protect additional photos or press twice to close the menu.Failing to
do so may result in permanent data loss. Do not open the memory card slot cover. Do not disconnect



the power source or turn off the camcorder. Do not change the camcorder’s operating mode.
Trimming settings apply to one photo only. Operating modes 1 Open the print settings menu.Later,
you can easily print out the print orders by connecting the camcorder to a PictBridgecom patible
printer 109. Refer to 55. Printing cannot be restarted when the print order settings have been
changed or if you deleted a photo with print order settings. Type Digital Quality High definition
Output only Connection Connect to a highdefinition TV HDTV with an HDMI input terminal.
Playback on an HDTV using one of the highdefinition con nections will ensure the best playback
quality. Operating modes 1 Turn off the camcorder and the TV. 2 Connect the camcorder to the TV.
Because space is limited, make sure to save your recordings on a computer on a regular basis.
PIXELA ImageMixer 3 SE With the software supplied on the Transfer Utilities CDROM you can save
scenes to your computers hard disk.

Authoring HighDefinition AVCHD Discs and Photo DVDs You can connect the camcorder to the
optional DW100 DVD Burner to create highdefinition DVD discs AVCHD specifications. This way, you
can save your video recordings in the highest video quality available. Creating DVDs. Refer to
DW100 2 Connect the camcorder to the DVD Burner using the supplied USB cable. Appendix Menu
Options Lists Menu items not available appear grayed out. For details about how to select an item,
refer to Using the Menus function, see the reference page. Using this frame rate will give your
recordings a cinematic look.You can select the degree of compensation.When the microphone
attenuator is activated, screen. Consult your dealer or a Canon Service Center if the problem
persists.If the camcorder becomes unusually hot or it becomes hot after using it only for a short
while, it may indicate a problem with the camcorder. Consult a Canon Service Cen ter. Replace the
memory card or delete some recordings free some space on the memory card.Consult a Canon
Service Center. 74 is activated. Also, photos cannot be recorded at 76 is activated. Con sult a Canon
Service Center.Set Memory Card and Accessories Cannot insert the memory card. The memory card
was not facing the correct direction. Turn the memory card over and insert it. The camcorder is
connected using the optional HTC100 HDMI Cable, but HDMICEC does not work cannot play back
using the TVs remote control. Continue using this battery pack You attached a battery pack that is
not recommended by Canon for use with this camcorder. If you are using a battery pack
recommended by Canon for use with this camcorder, there may be a problem with the camcorder or
battery pack. Cannot play back Check the memory card There is a problem with the memory card.
Cannot play the movies in the builtin memory Initialize only using the camcorder The camcorders
builtin memory was initialized using a computer. The camcorder cannot record or display the image.

You inserted a MultiMedia Card MMC into the camcorder.Data may be recovered if the memory
card has not been removed. Attempt recovering the data This message will appear the next time you
turn on the camcorder if power supply was acci dentally interrupted while the camcorder was
writing on the memory card. No photos There are no photos to play back. Not available in Dual Shot
You pressed a button that cannot be used in to set the camcorder to flexible recording mode. Turn
the camcorder off, then on again. The lens cover did not open fully. Turn the camcorder off, then on
again. If this does not solve the problem, consult a Canon Service Center. This. Check the disc.
During disc recording mode, this message can appear when a commercially available DVD disc a
DVD disc containing movies, software, etc. or an 8 cm mini DVD disc is inserted. During disc
playback mode, this message can appear when a commercially available DVD disc or a brand new
DVD disc is inserted. Consult a Canon Service Center refer to the list included with the printer to
replace the ink absorber. Ink error An empty ink cartridge is installed. Printer error A malfunction
has occurred that may require repairs. Canon PIXMA printers the printers green power lamp and
orange error lamp flash alternately. Disconnect the USB cable and turn off the printer. Unplug the
printers power cord from the power outlet and contact the appropriate customer support center or
service center. This will protect your impor tant recordings in case of damage and create more free
space on the memory. Be careful when closing the LCD panel. Excessive camcorder movement while



shooting and extensive use of fast zooms and panning can result in jittery scenes. In extreme cases,
the playback of such scenes may result in visually induced motion sickness. If you experience such a
reaction, immediately stop the playback and take a rest break as necessary. To writeprotect the
memory card set the switch to the LOCK position.

Disposal When you delete movies or initialize the memory, only the file allocation table is altered and
stored data is not physically erased. Consult a Canon Service Center for information on plug
adapters for overseas use. This product is designed to achieve excellent performance when used
with genuine Canon accessories.It plugs directly into a power outlet without a cable. Charging Times
The charging times given in the following table are approximate and vary according to charging
conditions and initial charge of the battery pack.TLH58 Teleconverter This Teleconverter lens
increases the focal length of the camcorder lens by a. SC2000 Soft Carrying Case A handy
camcorder bag with padded compartments and plenty of space for accessories. DM100 Directional
Stereo Microphone This highly sensitive, superdirectional microphone attaches to the camcorder’s.
This mark identifies genuine Canon video accessories. When you use Canon video equipment, we
recommend Canonbrand accessories or products bearing the same mark. Exif Print is a standard for
enhancing the communication between camcorders and printers. By connecting to an Exif
Printcompliant printer, the camcorder’s image data at the time of shooting is used and optimized,
yielding extremely high quality prints. Enhancing your movie making abilities would be the cameras
24p Cinema Mode and the 30p Progressive Mode. Colors and exposure will have a richer filmlook
that will give your video more visual punch and depth. Other ways in which Canon gave the HF S11
more versatility include the ability to add external microphones and lights using the mini Advanced
Accessory Shoe and the option to use headphones to monitor audio while recording or upon
playback. If youre looking for a camcorder that provides you with HD recording, generous storage
options, the ability to add external lights and mics, and a bevy of other useful functions, the HF S11
has it all and more.

In addition to recording full 1920 x 1080 high definition AVCHD video with a bit rate of 24Mbps, the
camcorder also takes 8MP digital stills and offers a wide variety of shooting functions and features,
including Dual Shot, Face Detection, and a builtin flash. Video recorded to the internal flash drive
can also be copied onto a memory card which can then be inserted into your computer or HDTVs
card reader slot for immediate viewing. You can also use higher capacity memory cards to further
increase the video storage of your VIXIA HF S11 1920 x 1080 Full HD Recording The Canon VIXIA
HF S11 not only captures images in Full HD, but records and outputs at 1920 x 1080 as well, so you
get Full HD from lens to screen. Your memories are preserved in stunning clarity, and ready for
playback on your HDTV. The VIXIA HF S11s powerful CMOS image sensor provides high color
resolution and advanced color reproduction for brilliant results. It is also unique in featuring Canons
proprietary noise reduction technologies for crisp, sharp images Genuine Canon 10x HD Video Lens
The VIXIA HF S11 comes with a Genuine Canon 10x HD Video Lens. The lens features four zoom
speeds three preset and one variable for smooth, steady zoom shots. The HD Video Lens also has a
Super Spectra Coating that reduces flare and ghosting. Its aspheric design also reduces aberration
and increases resolution, while a gradation neutral density system provides better exposures in
bright shooting situations. In addition, a builtin 1.7x Digital Teleconverter provides an extended
telephoto range. It also has 10x optical zoom and 200x digital zoom DIGIC DV III Image Processor
DIGIC DV III helps to deliver enhanced image quality, true color production for both video and
photos, and a noise reduction system for low light performance. It is also the highspeed engine
which powers a variety of Canon technologies including 8.

0 Megapixel photo capture, Canon Face Detection, Advanced Auto Exposure and Simultaneous
Photo Recording. Plus, the Canon DIGIC DV III Image Processor allows continuous shooting of
digital photos with the VIXIA HF S11. You can also enjoy faster processing of your images to your



memory card 1.4x normal card; 2.5x HiSpeed card. In addition, it helps lower power consumption for
longer battery lifeYoull see enhanced detail, finer gradations of tones and improved reproduction of
moving subjects Dynamic SuperRange Optical Image Stabilization Dynamic SuperRange Optical
Image Stabilization provides continuous adjustment throughout the entire zoom range to correct for
a broader range of motion. In comparison to SuperRange Optical Image Stabilization, extra
compensation is applied at wideangle focal lengths to eliminate unwanted shaking common when
walking. Canons Dynamic SuperRange OIS corrects a variety of camcorder motions the fast
vibration youd experience while recording from a moving car; the mediumspeed motion of handheld
recording; and the slower motion of body sway. In addition, optical image stabilization keeps your
shot steady without a loss in image quality something that cant be said for electronic image
stabilization. And image stabilization isnt just for video; you can even use it for taking sharper,
clearer digital photographs with your VIXIA HF S11The Instant AF feature uses an external sensor,
in combination with Canons auto focus system, to help significantly decrease the time it takes to find
focus, even in low light conditions. With Instant AF, its possible to capture fast, accurate focusing,
even when following a moving subject. And because a properly focused subject is more critical than
ever with HD, the VIXIA HF S11 also features Focus Assist. This helps in capturing your subject in
razorsharp focus.

It works by providing a 2x magnification of your subject when you start recording, this assistance is
automatically cancelledOf the faces tracked, 9 detection frames can be displayed at one time. The
system will also recognize faces that are turned downwards or sideways. In addition, a specific face
may be selected as the main subject for continuous tracking. This feature can be used to search for
clips featuring that specific subjects face. In search and playback, use of the Face Index will display
frames with the chosen face as a thumbnail in each shot in which it appears. The selected face can
be linked as a timeline to further identify footage containing that subjectThis enhanced Auto
Exposure system, together with Face Detection and DIGIC DV III, captures an expanded dynamic
range, optimizing brightness to avoid overexposure, while still preserving important shadow detail.
In addition, you can use the VIXIA HF S11s Cinema setting, which changes the color and tonal
characteristics, evoking the look and feel of a movie shown in a theater. For added flexibility, these
settings can be used together or independentlyIn addition, this setting gives enhanced quality to still
images captured after recording. Its also excellent for action shots and sportsThe VIXIA HF S11
features Simultaneous Photo Shooting, allowing you to capture 6 Megapixel photos and video at the
same time. The builtin digital camera also features Auto Intelligent Auto Focus AiAF, auto exposure
modes, Program AE Mode, selectable metering patterns, and auto exposure bracketing. In addition,
the digital camera also features continuous shooting and simultaneous photo recording while youre
capturing video. The HF S11 features Dual Shot mode which allows for capturing video and stills
simultaneously. The camera also features shooting assist functions such as gain control, 100% area
display, and Custom Key.

Using a hard coat AntiReflection surface and improved color reproduction, the scene in the
viewfinder is a more accurate indication of what youre capturing in the camcorder. An added benefit
of this Canon exclusive is the wider range of viewing angles possible with this new LCD screen. With
less glare and deeper contrasts, groups of people can gather around it and see the image displayed
clearlyAdvanced Video Snapshot Mode Advanced Video Snapshot Mode will let you shoot short
movie clips with the VIXIA HF S11 in the same way youve shot snapshots with your still camera. In
this mode, you can create 4 second video clips which can be played back in the VIXIA HF S11 with
background music.Simply slip the RAV1 into the Mini Advanced Accessory Shoe on top of the VIXIA
HF S11 and youll have a LANC terminal to which you can connect an optional wired remote
controller, such as the Canon ZR1000, ZR2000 or thirdparty deviceOnly a single cable connects your
camcorder to your TV for the highest quality playback video and audio Microphone Terminal with
Manual Audio Level Control The VIXIA HF S11 allows you to enhance the quality of your audio by



using the optional accessory Canon DM100 Directional Stereo Microphone which attaches to the
Mini Advanced Accessory Shoe to capture better sound, and headphones to monitor the audio as you
hear it. You can also attach an external microphone through the 3.5mm microphone terminal.
Manual control of audio levels also lets you set the exact balance you need for the situation Includes
Pixela ImageMixer 3 SE Video Editing Software The Canon VIXIA HF S11 High Definition
Camcorder is bundled with a software suite called Pixela ImageMixer 3SE. You can easily perform a
variety of functions, including AVCHD Editing in which you can trim, reorder, and combine scenes,
as well as add music, titles, and transitions.

This software also allows you to play your AVCHD movies on your computer and will also let you
share copies of your movie with friends and family through flash memory to hard drive copying. Turn
your camcorder on and the lens cover automatically opens. Turn it off, and the cover closes. USB 2.0
HiSpeed Terminal The USB 2.0 HiSpeed Terminal provides for ultrafast transfer of movies and
photos Wireless Remote Control Wireless Remote Control lets you operate your VIXIA HF S11 from
a distance, so you dont have to be left out of the picture Compatible Optional Accessories
Compatible Optional Accessories available including the Wide Converter WDH58, Tele Converter
TLH58, Video Flash Light VFL2, Video Light VL5, Directional Microphone, DM100, Remote Control
Adapter RAV1 and High Capacity Battery Pack BP827. Let us know YOUR RECENTLY VIEWED
ITEMS Browsing History ON Clear History Not responsible for typographical or illustrative errors.
The iVIS HF S11 also features the DIGIC DV III image processor for a horizontal resolution equal to
approximately 900 TV lines, as well as High Speed AF and Face Detection technology for highquality
video recording. In addition, the HF S11 include a variety of features toaccommodate shooting in an
expanded range of scenes, such as a Night Scene Mode setting, which allows users to capture
aesthetic nighttime scenery exactly as they see it with their own eyes. Inaddition to a Custom Dial
and Custom Key that lets users assign frequently used functions, the model features a diverse array
of functions in response to demand from advanced amateur users, such as zebra patterns to display
high brightness levels, color peaking to enhance the color lines around a subject for better focusing,
and an AGC limit to adjust noise and brightness balance. For other recording formats, a Class 2 or
higher card is recommended. Also, movie recording requires cards with 128MB of memory or more.
No particular restrictions apply for still images.


